


ABOUT US
Hello and a very warm welcome to UK Glass products,
we are a family run company who run a *** SUPPLY
ONLY *** service for our Glass Balustrade products in kit
form, which means you save £££’s by installing the
glass balustrades yourselves or by employing the
services of your local tradesman, we take it all the way
from your imagination to reality along with 3d drawings
for you to approve before we manufacture, that way
your in complete control all the way.

We manufacture: Glass Balustrade, Glass doors, glass
juliet balconies, stainless steel handrails, stainless steel
balustrade systems, frameless glass balustrades, spigot
system balustrades, all our steel products are 316
grade satin polished to 320 grit as standard. 



FRAMELESS SYSTEM 1
GLASS BALUSTRADE

From Just £365 - This is the
price when ordering over 25

metres.

CHOOSE YOUR SYSTEM
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SYSTEM 01
Our frameless system 1 is mostly used for a high class
seamless look that is fully integrated into your surface
surroundings.If you’re building a patio, deck or balcony
you can’t go wrong with the fully frameless channel
system for a superior high-quality, designer-look and
great for an entertaining area. 

This fencing system is fastened onto the surface so
there are no posts to block your view. You can use this
system on internal gallery landing's, balconies and
even decking area's, If you do not want the top rail then
you must use 19.5mm clear toughened / laminated
safety glass otherwise 15mm clear toughened glass is
standard.



Post System 2 Glass
Balustrade

From £165 - If the area is more than 2 feet
from ground level you will need to

upgrade to laminated safety glass at a cost
of £215 per metre + vat for 25 mts plus. per

metre*
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SYSTEM 02
Our post system 2 comes with 10mm clear toughened
glass as standard along with a 42.4mm diameter
handrail in satin or mirror finish 304 or 316 grade
stainless steel. 

It is available in 42.4mm diameter or 48.3mm diameter
posts with matching top rail. It can be used for a variety
of installation’s including decking areas, swimming pool
surrounds or balconies and terrace’s.



Post System 3 Glass
Balustrade

from £172 - This is the price when ordering
over 25 metres.
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SYSTEM 03
Our stainless steel system 3 glass balustrade is a
simple yet effective design, perfect for decking area's,
balconies or raised garden area creating a feeling of
safety when enjoying the outdoor space. 

Due to its well-known durability it is the most
commonly used railing system for area's with greater
pedestrian traffic. Available in a variety of tinted and
frosted glass it is the most popular choice of
customer's for an effective privacy screen solution, this
comes in a satin finish or mirror finish if you live near the
sea, have a hot tub or swimming pool.



Square System 4 Glass
Balustrade 

from £290- This is the price when
ordering over 25 metres.
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SYSTEM 04
Our square system 4 is beautifully finished in satin or
mirror finished stainless steel in 304 or 316 grade,
comes with handrail as standard and is a 40 x 40mm
box section, the system has a unique quality and feel
about it makes any space look fantastic. 

This system really is a step above the rest, and made
with prestigious craftsmanship.



Semi Frameless System 5
Glass Balustrade

From £145- If the area is more than 2 feet
from ground level you will need to

upgrade to laminated safety glass at a cost
of £215 per metre + vat for 25 mts plus. per

metre*
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SYSTEM 05
Our stainless steel semi frameless system 5 glass
balustrade is a very affordable design for any garden
balustrade without compromising on quality and safety. 

A very low maintenance solution, it will allow you to
enjoy your outdoor space while still enjoying your
surroundings thanks to an stylish stainless steel post
design that safely secures the glass panels in place
without the need of a top handrail, this comes in a satin
finish or mirror finish if you live near the sea, have a hot
tub or swimming pool.



Spigot System 6 Glass
Balustrade

from £299- This is the price when ordering
over 25 metres.
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SYSTEM 06
The spigot system 6 comprises of 12mm clear
toughened glass panels, along with heavy duty
stainless steel 12 inch spigot’s which simply clamp onto
the glass itself without the need for holes in the glass
panels, made to an external height usually at 1100mm
overall from floor level to top of glass. 

These are made bespoke to your needs and usually
takes around 20-25 working days in total.


